
The quality of comfort
starts from control

Connecs
Connectivity Climaveneta System
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2 - 3   Connecs

Climaveneta Connecs solutions:
the reliability of experience and the power

of professionalism

Highly-evolved regulation always lies at the basis of the truly perfect
comfort offered by a high-quality system.

The difference is clear: the extra value added to the system by highly-
evolved and rational control devices consists in greater comfort,
application flexibility, reliability, and more efficient operating cost
management.
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These devices play a key role in the quality of the
system management and its integrated, efficient
operation while ensuring true comfort and ideal
operating conditions.

In addition to greater well-being, these devices ensure
higher efficiency and constant monitoring of system
status.
This permits improvements in the level of comfort
offered and reductions in system’s operation and
maintenance costs.

For this reason, when assessing the control features to
use, it is opportune to place your trust in a company

that can support your choice on the bases of your
specific needs.

Trust a company with over thirty-five years of
experience in air-conditioning, that keeps a constant
eye on all the new technologies for both systems and
supervision, from controls for stand-alone units to
group controls and even supervision systems that can
be perfectly integrated in building automation solutions.

In a word, trust Climaveneta, the reliability of
experience and the power of professionalism.
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Connecs
Connectivity Climaveneta System

The Climaveneta approach to air-conditioning
units’management and supervision

Electronics and regulation assume increasingly vital
importance in satisfying the need to integrate and optimise
the operation of modern air-conditioning systems.

Capitalising on its long experience in the field and
confidence with the real requirements in the market,
Climaveneta proposes Connecs: a complete series of
control and supervision solutions for every type of unit and
application.

The Connecs runs over different levels: from individual and
group unit regulation to entire supervision systems.

In the field of regulation, Climaveneta proposes a series of
solutions specifically studied for the different types of unit,
the supervision features a choerent development focused
on typical requisites of application in the field of supervision
systems.

Along with the highest comfort, Climaveneta connectivity
constantly combines the simplest form of management with
the best regulation.

4 - 5   Connecs
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Electronic and supervision
products are usually
classified in different levels

In addition to the unit control,
with elevated standards of
quality and reliability provided
by Climaveneta for each
individual unit, field devices for
groups of chillers or a complete
(HVACR) plant management
system can be provided.

The engineering of Climaveneta
Commercial & Industrial
systems is much more
complex than the simple
pyramid shown previously.

For this reason, Climaveneta
proposes objects that provide flexible
coverage for both the features of
units and systems and the different
access profiles to the system.

System management may require
status read-outs, set-point and time
belts setting, or the data analysis for
maintenance purposes, while also
providing the adjustement of specific
parameters for ideal operation.

The objective of system supervision
lies in the data acquisition available
to the operator and also for
automatic signalling of alarms to
qualified personnel.

These data are read on all the units
connected in the system at regular intervals
and represent temperature values, operating
status, other environment variables, and the
codes of any active alarms. The operator can
manually modify the principal settings at any
moment:
set-points, status and mode, while also
scheduling time belts on a weekly basis,
associated to above settings for every single
unit connected. This makes management of
the system and its components to be easily
customized with reliability.
All the operations described above can be
performed either locally or remotely control.
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The logic and advantages of the system;
the availability of articulated solutions.

The complete management of the
(HVAC) system can be obtained in
different ways according to user’s
requirements and objectives to be
achieved.

We may start by monitoring the
system's operating statuses and
variables in order to achieve a first
objective: information.

Then the system's operating
conditions may be set: parameter,
set-points and time bands, in order
to achieve supervision, which will
then help us simplify other
operations associated with more

specific needs, such as room
comfort and air quality, energy
efficiency and, thus reaching ideal
balancing of the system is.

We also select a specific signalling
procedure for allarm events plus
event analysis, or modify operating
parameters. This leads to a third
achievement:
the ability to intervene by benefiting
from the Climaveneta service
program. 
Remote-assistance helps you
increase the reliability of your system
through its lifespan and also
guarantees timely and efficient

maintenance servicing.

Climaveneta combines its main
supervision and remote-assistance
functions in the same web server.
This means that you have complete
access to each system from
anywhere at all. Flexibility is offered
via the Internet but with access
profiles designed by Climaveneta to
guarantee both secure and easy use
by the different parties authorised.

This management system is tailored
for Climaveneta units. If added value
is comes with a wider integration,
web server technology makes a

A definition of supervision
and everything required for
its success.
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happy match with the Building
Management Service (BMS) while
keeping its management focused on
the most critical aspects for the
units: safety and alarms.

The degree of interaction between
Climaveneta resources and the BMS
can be tailored to the needs of
installation. Units can be part of a
supervision system thanks to
numerous serial communication
protocols
(see the table for more detail).

These supervision resources are not
merely ends in themselves and can

also perform higher system
functions. For this reason,
Climaveneta has developed
packages for different applications.
Such packages add an integrated
management of HVAC resources
(e.g. air diffusers, pumps, etc.).
Relevant data processing and filing
can also be handled through web
resources and software: historic
event charts for temperature /
humidity / air quality variables, alarm
signalling, plant operation statistics
production, energy metering. The
growing use of the web is now being
matched by the development of
support tools of evident added

value, and these are only a few of
those produced by Climaveneta,
with the final objective of translating
all its experience and know-how into
a qualified and finely articulated offer.

Although serial communication is the
keyword, it is not limited to
supervision alone: it also offers the
opportunity for remote keypads and
the insertion of group devices for
hydronic systems.

The following pages will illustrate
how communication combines with
function.

For the final user and the many others addressed by Climaveneta, the world of automation and control
often may look complex. None the less it offers enormous potential in the optimisation of the units in
specific requisites. On the other hand, such degree of complexity demands an articulated approach on
different levels.

True to its name, Climaveneta develops its control systems to industrial standards by starting from a
reliable technological platform that reflects both the vast experience the company has acquired in
applications and the sophisticated machine functions. All this in order to continue its excellence in
supplying truly superior solutions to client problems.
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Opportunities become functions and the

qualifying characteristics
of the unit controllers 

One indispensable premise adopted systematically here is
serial communication, usually achieved through different
protocols and boards (optional): ModBus, Bacnet, Echelon
LonTalk, compatibility with various proprietary protocols
(Johnson Metasys, Siemens). The address list of the
variables is always available for interface towards the BMS
or third party systems as support and consultation
services that make all the difference in these cases.  

Compatibility with the FWS3000 is usually available
throughout the range, as far as the units are provided with
ModBus serial communication boards.
This permits the addition of Climaveneta supervision
right from the moment of installation or intervention on
already operating systems following once the versions of
the controllers are checked.
The most qualifying functions will be presented below.

Additional features will be presented on each specific
controller's page.

Climaveneta has faced the growing concern for energy
efficiency with its exclusive development of vital functions
like defrosting and free-cooling.
The availability of hydronic unit group controls combined
with the intelligent management of the compressors and
their cycles and operating limits gives the machines
greater reliability, prevents undesired stopping and its
negative effects on well-being and maintenance costs.
Greater attention to the system in which the Climaveneta
unit will be installed has led to the optimisation of
performance also in terms of reduced inertia in the
hydronic circuit: the Quick Mind adjustment algorithm -
specifically designed for small units - offers the tailor -
made response to the need.
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Quick Mind regulation, based on hydronic
unit delivery temperature, minimises
temperature variations even under the
most critical conditions of use.
The automatic adaptation of the
operational parameters permits the
closest adherence to real situations
without having to worry about such
settings while at set-up.

On hydronic units:
Installations in data processing centers,
telephone switchboards, and process
systems require cooling all year round.
Savings can often be made in the electric
power used by the compressors through
the benefit of fresh outdoor air for up to
even 50% power reduction with the
additional advantage of reducing
compressor wear.

On air-cooled heat pumps:
It is essential to learn the precise moment
when defrosting becomes necessary and
how long it will take. Careful adjustment
permits a dynamic management of the
defrosting process and the variation of its
duration in order to avoid unnecessary
cycles and permit the extension of the unit's
range of operation under ideal conditions.

The use of a dead band centred on the
delivery set-point is the requisite for
prevention of undesired fluctuation.
Similar method adjustments can be set for
the return temperature.

Resource starting/stopping bands are set
around dead band area with dynamic
amplitude over time as required by the
conditions detected.

This dynamic amplitude is based on the
monitoring of the temperatures and the
speed of their variations using a predictive
approach.

The times intervals prescribed for
compressor switch and the signalling of
low inertia conditions or faults in the water
temperatures or flows are all guaranteed
and respected at the same time. 

Other important advantages include the
more competitive sizing of system
components, especially in civil installations
with fancoils, and the faster achievement
of normal operating status, after an
extended period of inactivity, for example.

The controller checks the presence of the
right conditions for free-cooling and
adjusts the resources accordingly (water
flow deviation valve, ventilation of the free-
cooling coil) by modulation or step-by-
step depending on type of unit. A low
outdoor temperature limit is also set for
the protection of water circuitry.

On air cooled-air units:
In all applications, and regardless of
operating mode, the utilisation of outdoor
air is a wise thing to do whenever
possible, for the purposes of both free-
cooling and free-heating. The mixture of
return air and fresh air is performed with
modulation by the damper.

Another option available,
enthalpy free-cooling / free-heating,
combines the reading of indoor and
outdoor humidity and reflects the air's
energy content (enthalpy). 

The calculated enthalpy values are
compared with set-point in order to
achieve more accurate management even
for the most critical applications.

Climaveneta presents the following exclusive
solutions:

Timer tuning: the effective duration of the
most recent defrosting cycle indirectly
expresses the amount of ice formed and
therefore conditions - together with the
outdoor air temperature - the amount of
time necessary before the start of the next
cycle.

The Auto tuning algorithm, integrated in the
method above, combines the monitoring of
the outdoor temperature and the
evaporation conditions: the start of a new
defrosting cycle is linked to the rate with
which evaporation pressure decreases.

A specific alarm is triggered whenever the
number of defrostings required gets too
high, and this offers a valuable tool for
assistance.

Lastly, careful ventilation management
permits to benefit from favourable (outdoor)
temperatures that can be used to perform
Free defrost.
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This is why Climaveneta has developed dedicated families
of devices over a commonly-used industrial platform:

� W3000 for hydronic units including heat pumps, even 
with total heat recovery, Energy Raiser heating and 
cooling units, and condenserless, moto-condensing 

units.

� Air3000 for air-air and water loop type roof top units.

� Ahu3000, represents and innovative option for air 
handling units.

� Wet3000 is used for monobloc units for water loops.
Just one single "DNA" lies at the heart of the Climaveneta family

Another characteristic that distinguishes Climaveneta is
diagnostics, which includes the alarm log capable of registering
200 alarm events that can be consulted via PC. The Black Box
device permits the registration of determined variables in the
minutes prior to the alarm event.

Also worthy of mention is the ease of access to setting provided
thanks to the various options offered by the 
on-board keypad and remote options, and hourly and weekly
programming.

Particular attention is deserved by the remote keyboards
K200 and K500, allowing the connection up to 10 units,
for a unified, easy and safe management.

Connecs unit devices

The on-board regulation device is the real brain of the unit that shares its
evolution and specialisation.
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W3000:
The chiller control device

The vast range of Climaveneta units and
the particularity of several solutions
demand finer articulation of control
devices.

Air3000:
Electronics for
roof top units

One single, versatile bases for
different applications and
technologies

Ahu3000:
Air handling
unit regulation

Climaveneta occupies an
advantaged position for the
integration of hydronic units and air
handling units.

Let us consider, for example, the
centrifugal compressor units or the
exclusive (Energy Raiser, heating and
cooling) units.

Control devices on three different levels
are available:

� W3000 base.
� W3000 compact.
� W3000 large.

These are compatible with the
following group devices: 
Gr2000 (Sequencer),
Gr3000 (Manager).

The Air3000 ensures constant
comfort and air quality, and
therefore well-being under all
conditions of outdoor air
temperature, amount of sensible
and latent loads, the attendance
level of the rooms, and the
activities performed.

This control device can be
integrated with different energy
resources, such as heating, for
example, with the optimisation of
their energy impact.

The high level of functionality
intended, the advantages made
possible by integration in a single
supervision system and the
performance of the user interface
have all played their parts in
providing this degree of response.
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W3000
The hydronic unit control device

A vast range of models and applications necessarily requires a
finely-articulated offer of regulation solutions.
The Base and Compact W3000 versions are applied to scroll
compressor chillers and heat pumps (excluding Energy Raiser).
Large W3000 version is applied everywhere else. Some of these
versions represent daring challenges to regulation requirements
that Climaveneta was determined to satisfy: multi-purpose units,
both compressor and screw-type latest-generation centrifugal
compressors, and heat pumps with total heat recovery.

All these applications offer delivery temperature adjustment that
permits better response to variable loads, and are completed by
sophisticated algorithms like Quick Mind and compressor
capacity modulation. Alternative adjustments (proportional or
proportional plus integral regulation for the return temperature)
can also be selected.

Adaptation to local conditions is guaranteed by various
optionals (depending on model):

� Set-point compensation based on universal 4-20 mA signal;
� Double set-point with switching by digital input;
� Capacity limitation on the basis of demand limit

digital input.

Attention to installation ease is reflected by the availability of 
on-board pumps in numerous models complete with regulation
resources that facilitate both starting and maintenance.
Rational choices, from among the various ventilation control
options available, led to excellent results in reducing noise
levels.
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Modulation: just
the capacity you need

Supplying just the capacity required
and rapid adaptation to changing load
conditions require different
approaches.
Whereas Quick Mind was developed
for scroll compressor units, modulating
regulation can be adopted for higher
capacity units.

Diagnostics and limits
extension of operation

Information is the first thing the
operator needs.
Climaveneta units feature complete
diagnostic systems that also protect
the components and guarantee their
reliability over time. 
Information necessary for the
modification of unit performance is the
second step.

A question of 
operating mode

Generally speaking, status (on/off)
can be selected by keypad (by button,
"large" and "standard" or by parameter
menu for "base" versions) by digital
input, by time band scheduling ("large"
and "compact") or even by serial
communication.

Operating mode for heat pumps can be
set using the keypad (parameter), digital
input or serial communication.

Climaveneta is the leader in Energy
Raiser units and total recovery heat
pumps, and it is only natural that also
the company's regulation systems reflect
supremacy.

The simultaneous request for heating
and cooling is either automatically
regulated by the control device or
satisfied by forcing either mode.

In heat pumps with recovery, cool only,
cool and heat recovery, recovery only or
automatic mode can be selected. 
Winter operation provide supply of water
for either heating or domestic hot water
exclusively or a combination of the two
with priority.

Centrifugal compressor units are
managed by means of the return and
delivery temperatures using
proportional and integral algorithms for
the greatest balance between load
response and operational smoothness.
Specific bands are applied for the
starting and the subsequent
modulation of the compressor.

Screw compressor units are regulated
by dead zone new on the delivery
temperature with modulation of down
to 12% of the rated capacity.
The amplitude of the dead zone varies
dynamically according to system
variables. The starting and subsequent
modulation of the compressor
depends on the deviation temperature
and the derivative algorithm
(system’s trend).

Alarms for persisting low pressure,
insufficient refrigerant fill, and
incomplete defrosting are all useful in
highly-qualified technical system
management.

The third distinctive element is the
regulation in pre-alarm conditions.
This involves specific pressure
thresholds that interact with defrosting
cycles, and the monitoring of
compression ratios and other specific
variables for centrifugal compressors.

Similar considerations apply to the
demand limit, which guarantees
continuity of operation while preventing
undesired stopping, waste of time and
re-start costs required.
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Air3000
Electronics for roof top units

Your air is nothing to play with, and our air quality
standards and requisites are getting more and more
restrictive with the objective of guaranteeing constant
temperature/humidity conditions under all types of
weather with the greatest reliability. 

In today's applications, silent operation has become a
critical factor, together with the power efficiency required
under different situations in terms of internal load (both
sensible and latent) and crowding.

Evolved electronics can make all the difference in
meeting these challenges.

Air3000 is adopted on all rooftop units, both packaged
air to air (Whisper, Wisdom…), and water-loop type
(WET-RTF).

The Air3000 control device features a large-size keypad
that is easy-to-use thanks to its intuitive keys and
display.

Climaveneta experience has recently enhanced the
models with additional technical developments (Black
Box and alarm record, Smart Defrost, etc.).
It offers also enthalpy or temperature free-cooling
functions.
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Comfort and
air quality

Wherever air quality is a critical factor,
special options permit the continuous
regulation of the intake and the purging
depending on the concentration of CO2.
The pick-up phase can be set by time
band in order to ensure the restoration
of the quality level desired (in cinemas,
for example) in precise times.

Resource integration

In addition to the free-cooling
performed on the basis of either
temperature or enthalpy, the control
device supports the integration of
different options with the dual
objective of responding to specific
needs and optimising power
consumption.

Versatility

The same control device is applied to
air- and water-cooled units.

The Air3000 offers air quality
management solutions developed for
high crowding applications.

The Air3000 also provides the
alternative of running various

The Air3000 also obviously adjusts
humidity for the operating mode in use,
through dehumidification by cooling
circuit or humidification, by linking the
respective set-points and time bands. 

Dehumidification, in particular, can be
set as either constantly or only whenever
it does not affect room temperature or
comfort.

Defrosting is also optimised using
various self-adapting algorithms, and this
plays a key role in eliminating annoying
fluctuations and reducing resort to
auxiliary heating to a minimum. 

Lastly, delivery temperature monitoring
combines the needs for both comfort
and proper unit operation.

The set-point can be varied through
compensation depending on the
outdoor air temperature or through 
4-20 mA signal.

Various other options are managed
for humidification, auxiliary heating,
and the mixing chambers.

Lastly, thermal modules are also
managed, according to their size, to
operate at maximum efficiency.

functions (such as purge and pick-up)
manually or automatically.

This achieves the best equilibrium
between air quality and energy
efficiency through simple and flexible
settings for every application
(cinemas, shopping centers, etc.).

The dampers can be manually
controlled by 4-20 mA signal or
adjusted on the basis of different
algorithms regarding air quality and
time bands.
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Ahu3000
Air handling unit regulation
A new opportunity has opened in the air handling
world: the microprocessor control and regulation
panel developed by Climaveneta.

This control device is composed of keypad, plus DIN
module housed in the electric panel.

The keypad with innovative design features a 
large-size display and easy access to all the 
functions required.

The resources housed in the board permit the
adjustment of delivery and return air flows through
the control of fan rotation speeds by inverter.

The Ahu3000 manages all the functions below:

� Outdoor air damper opening/closing modulation, 
intake and outlet.

� recuperator bypass damper opening/closing 
management.

� Delivery and return line filter clogging check
(when present).

� Heating, cooling, humidification, dehumidification, 
and post-heating management at both fixed points 
and automatically.

� Humidification modulation.
� Delivery and return fan motor management with 

switch on/off and malfunction control.
� Multi-purpose heating/cooling coil management.
� Free-cooling management.
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Wet3000
Electronics in small Wet units
The increasing application of water loop systems has
led to a wide range of competitive units in the low
power range

The control device developed for the purpose is
correspondingly easy to use, compact, and helps
competitiveness: the keypad (no larger than a common
room thermostat) can be used by anyone and also
provides protection against tampering and
unauthorised access.

The Wet3000 control device meets the needs for both
serial connection to a system supervisor (more and
more popular in low power units) and management by
weekly and time band schedule.

The Wet3000 control device offers the following
characteristics:

� Clock functions with weekly and time band schedule.

� Serial connectivity through simple RS-485 connection
with ModBus protocol coherent with the Climaveneta
offer.

� The unit can be easily integrated in supervision
networks without the use of auxiliary components, 
for significant savings in time and money.

� A comprehensive diagnostics section is also
provided.
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Co-ordinating the units for optimised operating times
assumes fundamental importance and provides
significant advantages in terms of reliability (e.g. the
compressors) while also permitting energy savings
and delivering water flows constantly at the right
temperature without fluctuation.

Resources are always used according to the user's
requirements without needless compressor cycles or
power absorption peaks. The unit pumps are
intelligently managed. 

The number of hours of operation is balanced for
more efficient maintenance.
Resource priority assignment gives precedence to the
unit with greater efficiency: such as chillers with free-
cooling function. The stand-by mode grants response
to possible peaks in load.

The elevated characteristics offered by the serial
interface keypad are the highest currently available in
the market.

Connecs
The group devices:
regulation profiles GR2000, GR3000

A group composed of various hydronic units permits better management of
summer and winter loads together with the possibility to select single units
for the best purchase cost/running cost ratio.
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Common characteristics

� Relevant temperature display: delivery/return,
primary circuit.

� Group set-point, mode and status management
� Regulation consists in advanced call off resources:

resource balancing or saturation, 
proportional or integral and proportional regulation.

� Units can be prioritized (preferential switch-on with regard to
others) or set in stand-by (non switched on until load peaks are
reached).

� Pumps can be enabled to ensure correct temperature
measurement for the most appropriate use of resources.

� Display of units alarms status 
� Analog inputs: delivery and return temperature as measured

in the manifolds. Digital inputs are also available for various
functions.

� Integration with BMS supervision through ModBus protocol.

Gr3000 - Manager

� Management of up to 8 chillers or heat pumps, even with 
total heat recovery and multi-purpose units.

� Compatibility with W3000, CVM300-3000 control devices.
� Touch-screen user interface.
� Multilanguage menu.
� Heat recovery set-point management (when present).
� Possibility for compensation of the set-point (main and 

heat recovery) through 4-20 mA signal.
Double set-point switch by digital input also available.

� Pump management if not assigned to unit control device 
through dedicated relay.

� Digital inputs: on/off, double set-points, pump protection.
� Specific analog inputs: temperatures for heat recovery 

4-20 mA signals for set-point compensation.
� Alarms: accessibility to historical events data through USB 

accessory.
� Interface via modem (optional).
� BMS interface (optional converter required).

Gr2000 - Sequencer

� Management of up to 5 chillers or heat pumps, even of 
different powers.

� Compatibility with W3000 and with most Climaveneta 
hydronic units.

� LCD display keypad.
� Digital inputs for status and mode switching.
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The qualified regulation, we are presenting now,
evolves in terms of modulation and expands from the
single unit interacting in a broader system.

Such evolution completes a technological package
unmistakably by Climaveneta, for the deep
consistence between chiller units, approach to plant
engineering, modes of regulation and supervision.

The two novelties illustrated hereby interpret two
topics linked to such approach:

WebManager combines the system regulation and
the supervision, with top ease of use.

Manager3000V expands its regulation towards
systems with variable water flow, representing then a
breakthrough proposal, which can support the plant
engineering, rather than being just a controller.

Connecs
The evolution of the group devices
Modulation and regulation confer operational flexibility, with the best
response to the fluctuating working conditions.
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WebManager

The WebManager option is associated to Manager3000 and
3000V controllers. It allows to access the device and its
settings, via direct- or LAN connection to a computer. It is then
possible the management through web resources, from any
computer, with no need of software to be installed.
Thanks to this resource, the supervision of hydronic systems,

Manager3000V

Manager3000V features the regulation within a group of
hydronic units, with the absolute new feature of the dedicated
regulation for systems with variable flow  primary water circuits
(regulation profile GR3000V).
Such proposal involves, besides the mentioned device, a
specific assembly of the chillers, which integrates the inverter-

combined with the local regulation performed by the
Manager3000 devices, is now achieved.
The supervision is based on web pages, one as overview for
the whole group plus the detail pages for each unit.
Besides the display of the main status variables,
several commands are featured (system activation, mode
change-over, setting of the main regulation parameters
including the set-points).
It is also possible to display the logged data which can be
recorded by the device (option), with capability of customized
charts’ settings.
An interesting opportunity is given by the notification of the
alarm events managed by the device, with the possibility of
messaging services towards designated maintenance
personnel via SMS or e-mails.

driven pumps and the dedicated input/ output resources.
The combination of Manager3000V and the eligible chiller
units represents an essential contribution to the reduction of
the costs associated to the water circuit and its operation.
The controller is suitable for the management of 2-pipe
systems, with regulation on one water circuit.
Manager3000V constitutes a specific evolution of
Manager3000 and shares with it most features including the
user interface.
The device is integrated in the best way with the chiller units,
preventing simultaneous activations of resources and
optimizing efficiency, overall inrush current values and also
operation of the unit built-in water pumps, with dedicated
input resources for the monitoring of the water circuit.
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The FWS supervision system permits plants monitoring
without loading any additional software into the PC
assigned to supervision with the mere use of
commonly available programs (Internet Explorer,
Mozilla, Netscape, etc.).

The Climaveneta proposal is based on a Web server
device: FWS3000.

Dialogue between the units and control device runs
through a local RS-485 network to a maximum
distance of 1000 meters, while communication
between the FWS and the PC can be made by direct
connection or through Ethernet (LAN).

Functions
� Availability of numerous graphic pages: system synoptic panel

and detailed pages for each unit.
� Graphic pages offer 3 levels of customisation.
� Various other options are available for data communication 

and storage.
� Main data display: temperature, humidity, and CO2.
� Display and remote signalling of any alarms triggered.
� Display and modification of status, operating mode, and set-

points for the various types of setting.
� Weekly setting based on five daily time bands.
� Forcing of unit operating mode (purge, start-up).
� BMS integration (optional converter required).
� Integrated command of equipment (e.g. air diffusers) through 

the extra built-in modules foreseen in the specific Connecs 
package for the application.

Connecs
The FWS supervision system
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Reliability

■ Both the supervision system and the
on-board control devices are the 
result of coherent Climaveneta 
technical development.

■ For all units, every alarm event is 
entered in the alarm log and 
recorded with its date/hour/code/ 
description.

Security

■ System access protected by password.

■ Clear and simple intervention 
procedure for statuses, operating 
modes, and set-points can be
performed by anyone.

■ Unit alarms are all signalled to 
designated assistance centers.

■ The FWS3000 works only with 
components qualified by 
Climaveneta.

Climaveneta presence

■ The FWS3000 permits the use of 
Climaveneta assistance and 
maintenance programs developed 
specifically for the units and 
application involved.

Simple and intuitive
user interface

■ Units must be equipped with ModBus 
serial communication boards.

■ This permits the insertion of 
Climaveneta supervision right from 
the moment of installation and or 
intervention on existing systems, 
provided check of the control’s 
release.

■ The FWS3000 permits remote 
supervision to be achieved using 
different types of connection:
- Internet (standard mode)
- ADSL router
- PSTN modem
- GPRS modem

■ Other functions can also be 
configured in centralised server 
resources (Connecs Portal), such as 
alarm signalling via text-messaging 
or e-mail.

Integration

■ The web server can operate 
autonomously even in the presence 
of a BMS system.

■ BMS implementation can be further 
facilitated through communication 
between the PC dedicated for BMS 
and the FWS3000.

■ This permits the benefit of a 
significant concentration of the data 
and controls already available via 
web server.

Flexibility

■ No extra software must be installed 
into the PC dedicated to 
supervision; only a commonly-
available browser program is 
required.

■ The system administrator can 
designate any PC in either LAN or 
remote network for authorised 
access to the system, and such 
designated access can be modified 
in any moment.

■ The FWS3000 works on a serial line 
running through the units and 
interacts with them extensively 
(statuses, operating modes,
set-points, controls).

■ In alternative, the device can run 
together with third party supervision 
systems.
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24 - 25   Connecs

After analysing the needs of cinemas, Climaveneta
experience and know-how led to the development of
a special package exclusively for the purpose,

The FWS3000 control device
This device interfaced with air-air roof top and other
units and heat pumps was designed for use in
systems serving all the parts of cinemas (projection
room, foyer, snack bar, etc.) and offers a main page
illustrating the floor plan and all conditioned areas

with easy data access for the intuitive setting of the
parameters in each room by anyone at all.

In this case as well, the ample versatility of the web
server permits access from any and even remote PC
with the appropriate protection by password.
This permits the easy centralisation and monitoring
of all settings, even at the level of a chain of cinemas.

Applications 
the solution for cinemas
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Fine air
quality adjustement

Temperature, humidity and CO2 levels
can be easily set using the package,
thanks to the dedicated units, which
all work with sophisticated
adjustment of free-cooling, purge,
and start-up.

Historical records
and graphs

Access is provided even from remote to
all the system's historical data regarding
the variables involved in comfort
(temperature, relative humidity, CO2 level
and main events) in graphic and tabular
format for every room. This offers a
precious tool to assess system
performance and creating satisfaction to
spectators.

User interface
resources

Utilisation as user interface with a PC
configured for the purpose of
optimised management is also
included in the package, and
represents yet another step towards
real plug & play operation with the
reduction of installation time.

Time band setting

This function manages switching
on/off and set-points together with
respective operating mode (purge,
and start-up) for each film projection
during the whole week.
The needs for comfort and energy
savings can therefore fit to the film
projection schedule.

Integrated air diffusers 

Integrated air diffusers management is
possible in all room and area with
either digital or analog control in order
to provide an exclusive response to
the need for well-being, thanks to
dedicated supervision that considers
all the comfort variables and can be
modified at any time.

Control signals are available on the
FWS electric control panel for up to a
total of 17 different halls.

Alarm management

The historical alarm database is
available at the level of web server
and therefore accessible by any PC
assigned to monitoring.

Authorised assistance centers are
signalled of any and all alarms in
progress.

Access is provided even from remote
to the setting of the regulation
parameters and to greater detail on
diagnostics for every machine.
This is the best way to ensure the
prompt intervention, so crucial in this
particular application.

PIANTA PIANO PRIMO (INGRESSO SALA DI PROIEZIONE)
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26 - 27   Connecs

Now there is one single, versatile package rich in
potential evolution for many system engineering solutions
for shopping centers and other large areas.

The FWS3000 control device
This device is interfaced with any of the units in any
system adopted: roof top, water loops, AHU or primary
air units.

Precise temperature/humidity regulation on the specific
type of machine and application is performed, for
example in terms of sensible/latent loads for each specific
sales area.

This version offers a main page illustrating the floor plan
and all areas conditioned with easy data access for the
intuitive setting of the parameters in each room by
anyone at all.

In this case as well, the ample versatility of the web
server permits access from any and even remote PC with
the appropriate protection by password. 

This permits the easy centralisation and monitoring of all
settings, even at the shopping center chain level.

Applications
the solution for shopping centers
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Time bands

Easy setting of the time bands and
respective set-points as required by
the variation of the loads throughout
the day for every area served.

Limitation of the set-point interval
accessible to the user for guaranteed
optimisation of well-being and energy
efficiency.

Energy metering

Climaveneta introduces procedures for
the metering and accounting of water
loop’s energy consumption.

Thanks to the exclusive optional
Climaveneta Connecs WetMeter
system, the consumption of resources
(burners, cooling towers, pumps) is
calculated and debited among the units

Historical data

Access to historical data in graphic and
tabular format for the most important
temperature/humidity variables. Access to
historical alarm databases at FWS level
through every PC dedicated to management
or monitoring. Procedures for the signalling of
alarms in progress to authorised assistance
centers. WetMeter historical data are
conserved with adequate protection for future
consultation and system’s energetic analysis.

Integrated management

Integrated management consists in
the processing of variables regarding
overall power consumption,
environmental conditions (e.g.
outdoor temperature) and water loop
resource by means of exclusive
package resources.
This permits the dynamic modification
of unit performance in order to
prevent undesired stopping or
excessively heavy operational
conditions, in this way reducing the
impact on comfort.

and therefore the various shops through
the use of evolved logic.

The WetMeter system processes the
variables read by the individual unit
control devices and other system data.

No costly energy metering systems,
complex installation or start-up
operations are required.

The economic impact for the investor is
minimal and accurately monitored in
order to provide the maximum
transparency.

The availability of data in at server level
permits even remote access and the
multi-system management that is
particularly useful for store chains.

Connectivity

Possibility to integrate relevant
variables in a Building Management
System. 

Access to regulation parameters and
the most significant diagnostic data
for every single unit even from remote.

Evolved server-based modifyed
functions for the management of
different installations and the focused
planning of the interventions required
by the system.
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28 - 29   Connecs

Above and beyond its vast range of units, Climaveneta offers
centralised air-conditioning services that ensure the complete
control of every product it produces.

Climaveneta develops its solutions for greater and greater
completeness and flexibility in order to provide efficient
response to today's constantly evolving needs in system
design.  
These solutions permits the greatest economic and energy
savings with constant attention on environmental impact.
Advanced system solutions can be adopted and shared thanks
to easy-to-use and versatile air-conditioning packages.

All this is reflected in the complete service that Climaveneta is
proud to provide: the multiple options presented so far permit
the evolution of routine maintenance into the complete
integration of a variety of upgrading operations.

Climaveneta divides its post-sales service into different levels of
support: from emergency intervention to routine maintenance
to corrective improvement by utilising a wide range of work
tools:

� delivery of efficient spare parts and components to 
guarantee system performance to present conditions;

� extension of the warranty from the standard date of expiry
with the free replacement of all malfunctioning parts, labour 
charge included;

� an exclusive approach to routine maintenance that can be 
stipulated at moment of order or prior to the initial use of the
unit that provides for regular inspections according to 
the number and type of operations agreed and the type of 
the machine.

Connecs Service
With remote-control and after-sales service 
Together with the product a perfect service.
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Evolved solutions for
optimum management

■ Complex buildings and the 
respective air-conditioning systems
require finely-articulated operation 
and management activities.

� Specialised air-conditioning offers 
an efficient systems design 
solution.

Climaveneta
Service

The combination of Climaveneta
Systems and Service provides the
definitive solution for:

� Flexible comfort
� Simple operation
� Ability for the users to concentrate 

on their core business

Connecs Portal

Climaveneta is currently expanding its
range of services offered via server: the
alarm signalling service already
managed by NOC server settings is
evolving through the development of
newer functions.

The use of Service software by
Climaveneta Assistance personnel in
both local and remote connection

� Dedicated remote-assistance and 
supervision systems with or without
integration in a Building 
Management System are the 
fundamental working tool for correct
management.

� Possibility for access from any point
adds a further element of operation 
and maintenance activity 
rationalisation.

� The reduction of costs for repair and
emergency intervention

� Prompt intervention, even under the
different contractual requisites 
specific to each application

� The maximum reliability and longest 
working life of the systems

� Energy efficiency

More than 250 operating units are
currently benefiting from a Climaveneta
Service contract.

Climaveneta Service offers personalised
performance as required by customer
needs and the system involved:

� Preliminary installation inspection
� Routine/preventive maintenance
� Extraordinary maintenance
� Intervention at regular intervals
� Remote-assistance based on the 

various support services offered by 
Connecs.

permits the display of the data for the
connected unit, in particular the alarms’
records and the Black Box, with
possible modification of operating
parameters when required (the software
can also be upgraded with local
connection).

Access to detailed data, such as the
historical record of system variables or
the metering of energy consumption for
water loop systems is ideally suited for
insertion in web servers in order to
facilitate:
� access to the various parties involved

with adequate security protection;
� multi-system management for 

franchising, chain stores, hotels, 
cinemas, service sector structures 
and bank branches, etc.
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